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Congenital deafness and hard of hearing (DHH) is one of the 
most prevalent chronic conditions in children worldwide, 
however, current physiologic newborn hearing screening 
(NBHS) does not provide genetic diagnosis, which accounts 
for more than 50% of congenital DHH etiologies.

Background

Quantitative Findings 

Quantitative findings 

o Conduct GS of ~500 trios (babies + parents) to assess
clinically relevant variants related to syndromic or non-
syndromic hearing loss

o Improve variant calling and interpretation to streamline
identification of potentially pathogenic variants

o Determine how knowledge of genetic etiology of hearing
loss at a baby’s first otolaryngology appointment impacts
future clinical care

o Investigate knowledge of genome sequencing and identify
factors influencing decisions to participate in genomic
research

o Undertake annual follow-up surveys to identify any later
onset hearing impairments or delays in speech and language
development

o Establish best practices for integrating genome sequencing
into routine newborn screening

Blood specimens from the trio are sent to the Broad
Institute for 30X genome sequencing. After standard
QA/QC and variant filtration, known deafness/hard of
hearing genes are assessed for pathogenic/likely
pathogenic variants. If HL variants are identified
(nucleotide variants or CNV), the information is
communicated to the baby’s otologist for CLIA
validated confirmation following diagnostic audiometry.
If the sequencing result is negative, a larger panel of
hearing related genes is analyzed.

Genomic Sequencing Arm Workflow

Conclusion

Study Aims

Summary of Cases Sequenced ACMG Secondary Findings 
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Incidence of Congenital Disorders 
Detected Through 

Routine Newborn Screening

Enrolling Families at Three Boston Hospitals
Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH): Well newborns born at BWH 
who don’t pass (refer) newborn hearing screen. Family approached 
before leaving the hospital.
Survey +/- Genome Sequencing

Boston Children’s Hospital (BCH): Newborns born at other hospitals 
who go to BCH for diagnostic audiology. Family approached at 
otologist appointment before 6 mo.
Survey +/- Genome Sequencing

Massachusetts Eye and Ear (MEE):  Newborns born at other hospitals 
who go to MEE for diagnostic audiology. Family approached at 
audiology or otologist appointment before 6 mo.              
Survey only

Survey only: 92
GS of hearing genes: 21
GS of hearing genes + 
secondary findings: 79

Follow-Up 
Audiology 

Result

Analysis of HL 
Genes Results

# of cases

Confirmed HL Positive* 
(Solved)

6

Confirmed HL Inconclusive 12

Confirmed HL Negative 13

Passed Positive 0

Passed Inconclusive 4

Passed Negative 48

Solved HL cases:  
4 cases with GJB2 compound heterozygous
pathogenic variants
1 case with a GJB2 homozygous pathogenic
variant
1 case with SLC26A4 compound heterozygous
pathogenic variants
Negative cases:
Among these are cases with a known non-genetic
cause of hearing loss, such as congenital CMV
infection or demonstrated brain malformation.
Inconclusive cases:
Either only one heterozygous pathogenic/likely
pathogenic variant found in gene associated with
recessive DHH or VUS found in any DHH gene

Case 

number

BWH-35  

(mat)

BCH-46 

(pat)

BWH-73 

(mat)

Gene COL3A1 NF2 PKP2

Variant NM_000090: 

c.3166G>A  

p.Gly1056Ser

NM_000268: 

c.1702_1703

del  

p.Arg568Glyfs

*10

NM_004572:

c.1643del  

p.Gly548Valfs

*15
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AD AD AD
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NF2-related 

tumor pre-
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Classifi-

cation

Likely 

pathogenic

Likely 

pathogenic

Pathogenic

CLIA con-

firmed

Yes Not desired Not desired

Feedback from parental surveys remains positive
with 68.9% of parents acknowledging the benefits
of receiving genome sequencing results on their
child as part of SEQaBOO, 97% indicating the
importance of routine newborn screening as a
medical screen for newborns, and 81% of parents
acknowledging health benefits associated with
newborn genomic sequencing.


